## Advising for PROSPECTIVE Students

**FRESHMEN in fall**

**Those EXPLORING:**
Students who want to try out teaching to see if it might be right for them

- **TAKE**
  - UTL.101  Step 1
  - Inquiry Approaches to Teaching

**SOPHOMORES in fall**

- **TAKE**
  - UTL.101  Step 1
  - Inquiry Approaches to Teaching

**JUNIORS in fall**

- **Students starting as Juniors will very likely have to extend graduation by at least a semester.**

**For those SERIOUS:**
Students who are definitely interested in pursuing the teaching minor

- **TAKE**
  - UTL.101  Step 1
  - Inquiry Approaches to Teaching

- **TAKE**
  - UTL.101  Step 1
  - Inquiry Approaches to Teaching

- **AND**
  - *UTL.201  Knowing & Learning*

- **OR**
  - 92.210  Functions & Modeling
    (only Math and Computer Science majors)

**JUNIORS in fall**

- **TAKE**
  - UTL.101  Step 1
  - Inquiry Approaches to Teaching

- **AND**
  - *UTL.201  Knowing & Learning*

- **AND**
  - 92.210  Functions & Modeling
    (only Math and Computer Science majors)

---

*UTL.201 can only be taken with permission of instructor if you have not taken Step 1*